MaskOut: A Data Augmentation Method for Masked Face Recognition
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Abstract
Deep learning methods have achieved great performances in face recognition. However, the performances
of deep learning methods deteriorate in case of wearing
a mask. Recently, due to the world-wide COVID-19 pandemic, masked face recognition attracts more attention. It
is non-trivial and urgent to improve the performances in
masked face recognition. In this work, a simple and effective data augmentation method, named MaskOut, is proposed. MaskOut replaces a random region below the nose
of a face with a random mask template to mask out original face features. Our method is computing and memory efficient and convenient to combine with other methods. The experimental results show that the performances
in masked face recognition are improved by a large margin with MaskOut. Besides, we construct a real-life masked
face dataset, named MCPRL-Mask, to evaluate the performance of masked face recognition models.

inter-class distances increasing the difficulty to recognize.
There exist various public available non-masked face
datasets that are of vital importance for both model training
and testing, such as CASIA-WebFace [26], VGGFace2 [2],
MS-Celeb-1M [10], Glint360K [1], IJB-A/B/C [13, 25, 15],
LFW [11], and Megaface [12]. However, the performances
of deep learning models trained on non-masked datasets deteriorate heavily on masked face recognition. While there
are few masked datasets collected from real life scenarios
due to the prevention of COVID-19 pandemic.
We address the above problems by introducing an augmentation strategy MaskOut and constructing a real-world
masked face dataset to evaluate the performance of models
for masked face recognition. Instead of simply removing
the lower half face, our proposed MaskOut replaces the removed regions with mask templates, which is closer to reality. Besides, MaskOut incurs only negligible additional cost
for training compared to the complex 3D projection methods [22]. It is complementary to previous non-masked face
recognition methods because it operates on the data level,
without changing internal representations or architecture.

1. Introduction
2. Related Work
Inspired by DeepFace [21], research focus of face recognition has shifted to deep learning based methods [19, 20,
18, 16, 2, 17, 5] and the performances on the unconstrained
condition are dramatically boosted to approach even surpass
human. Therefore, face recognition is widely accepted as
the prominent biometric technique for identity authentication and applied on various fields, such as finance, military,
public security and daily life. However, since the outbreak
of world-wide COVID-19 pandemic, wearing masks has become crucial to protecting public health. They have become
a part of the new normal and their requirements in many aspects of daily life present a unique challenge for current face
recognition systems which rely on data points from all aspects of the face. Due to the lower half face shielded by a
mask, nearly half key features to discriminate face for different people are lost and the similarity of masks shorten

We present extensive experiments of MaskOut, and the
results show that our method markedly improves the performance of masked face recognition.
Regional Data Augmentation: CutOut [6] and Random
Erasing [28] augment data by removing random regions in
images. Cutmix [27] fills the removed regions with patches
from another training images. DropBlock [8] has generalized regional data augmentation to the feature space by
dropout random regional features. All the above works give
us a significant insight that it is effective to enhance the deep
convolutional neural networks(CNNs) with regional data
augmentation. For masked face recognition task, it is vital
to generalize those excellent non-masked face recognition
method to masked faces. Therefore, MaskOut is proposed
to enhance the generalizability of existing non-masked face
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Figure 1. The pipeline of data prepocessing and MaskOut operation.

recognition methods by replacing random region below the
nose in a face with a random mask template.
Masked face Recognition: Due to the outbreak worldwide COVID-19 pandemic and the regular epidemic prevention and control, masked face recognition becomes a
crucial application demand in many scenarios. Facexzoo [22] propose FMA-3D to add virtual mask to the existing face images. FMA-3D synthesizes a photo-realistic
masked face image requiring extra 106 facial landmarks
detection and 3D face reconstruction method PRNet [7].
The procedure to add virtual masks is complex and timecomsuming, especially for large scale non-masked face
datasets. Besides, the sythesized masked faces double the
occupation of storage space and the time for training models. However, MaskOut incurs only negligible additional
memory to store mask templates data and cost for training.
Masked face Dataset: Unlike non-masked face recognition, few masked face datasets are available for training and
evaluation. RMFD [24] is a real-world masked face dataset
by crawling the samples from the website. It contains 5,000
masked faces of 525 people and 90,000 normal faces. The
number of masked faces is limited. Therefore, we construct
a real-life masked face dataset, named MCPRL-Mask, including 14,023 masked images of 246 individuals, to evaluate masked face recognition methods. We recruit hundreds
of volunteers wearing masks to record videos. Masked samples are captured from face videos full of variations. Details
will be described in Section 4.

3. MaskOut
3.1. Motivation

the masked face recognition, the features below nose are all
shielded by masks. Moreover, wearing similar masks, the
similarities between faces of different people increase dramatically. Motivated by these issues, we introduce a simple and model-agnostic data augmentation routine, termed
MaskOut. In a nutshell, random regional features below
the nose of a face are replaced with a mask template drawn
at random from mask templates data. MaskOut guides the
recognition model to recognize a face from the partial features above the nose and introduces the noises of masks to
improve the roubustness and generalization of the recognition model to masked face. Besides, MaskOut incurs a negligible computational overhead and can be efficiently utilized to train any network architecture.

3.2. Algorithm
Let x ∈ RW ×H×C denotes a training image. For the
input training image, MaskOut replaces the data below the
nose in x with a mask template data ti ∈ RW ×H×C drawn
at random from mask templates data T ∈ RN ×W ×H×C ,
where N is the number of mask templates. Face detection
and alignment are the common data prepocessing procedure
for face recognition task. After that, the training images are
all aligned with standard face, which means the facial landmark’s coordinates (e.g. left eye, right eye, nose, left mouth
corner, and right mouth corner) are mapped to the same locations with the standard face. We denote the coordinates of
the nose in a standard face as hnose . Therefore, the random
bounding box coordinates of the facial region below the
nose for each aligned training image are B = (xc , yc , w, h).
The coordinates of box are uniformly sampled by:
  \begin {split} &x_{c} \sim Uinf(0,W), w = W\sqrt {1-\lambda },\\ &y_{c} \sim Uinf(h_{nose},H), h = (H - h_{nose}) \sqrt {1-\lambda } \end {split} 

The proper way to wear a mask is making sure that the
mask fits to cover the nose, mouth and chin. Therefore, for
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(1)

where xc , yc , w and h are the center coordinates, the width
and height of the boungding box, respectively. The scale
factor λ is sampled from uniform distribution (0,1). The
region B in x is removed and filled in with the random mask
template data e
ti ∈ Rw×h×C , which is reshaped from ti .
MaskOut is formulated as:
  \widetilde {x} = \boldsymbol {M} \odot x + (1- \boldsymbol {M}) \odot (\textit {zero-padding}(\widetilde {t}_{i})), \label {eq:maskout} 

(2)

where M ∈ {0, 1}W ×H is the binary mask filled with
0 within the region B, otherwise 1, and zero-padding(·)
means padding variate with zero to target shape, here target shape is (W, H, C). The pipeline of data prepocessing
and MaskOut operation are illustrated in Fig. 1.

4. MCPRL Masked Datasets
As described before, we construct a real-life masked face
dataset to evaluate masked face recognition models on reallife masked faces. Hundreds of volunteers wear masks to
record videos. When recording videos, volunteers adjust
their face poses continuously and change the distance to
the camera without any constraints. We capture abundant
frames from these vidieos. Furthermore, we use RetinaNet50 [14] and PFLD [9] to detect face and 106 facial landmarks for face alignment. After cleaning and face alignment, we finally obtained 14,023 images of 246 individuals.
Due to the unconstrained condition in data collecting phase,
the dataset is full of variability in pose, lighting, focus, age,
gender, accessories, make-up, occlusions and background.
The sample images in our dataset are exhibited in Fig. 2,
which are manually blurred for privacy protection. In order
to quantitatively evaluate the performance of masked face
recognition methods, we match pairs in the database following LFW [11]. Finally, we construct a real-life masked
faces dataset, termed MCPRL-Mask, for 1:1 masked face
verification with 5,000 matched and mismatched pairs, respectively.

5. Experiments

Figure 2. Sample images in MCPRL-Mask dataset (mannually
blurred for privacy protection).

CASIA-WebFace [26]: The dataset is collected from
Internet by a semi-automatical way. It contains 10,575 individuals and 494,414 images.
MS-Celeb1M-v1c [10]: MS-Celeb1M-v1c dataset has
3,923,399 aligned images of 86,876 individuals cleaned
from MS-Celeb-1M [10] dataset. Besides, following the
work [22], we clean the dataset further remaining 3,284,503
images of 72,778 individuals.
LFW [11]: It contains 13,233 web-collected images of
5,749 individuals with the pose, expression and illumination variations.
We seperately apply FMA-3D [22] method on LFW,
CASIA-WebFace and MS-Celeb1M-v1c to synthesize the
masked data from original datasets. CASIA-WebFaceMask [22], and MS-Celeb1M-v1c-Mask [22] are the corresponding mask version of CASIA-WebFace and MSCeleb1M-v1c, respectively. They include the original face
images of each identity in original datasets, as well as the
masked face images corresponding to the original ones.
Therefore, CASIA-WebFace-Mask has 494, 414×2 images
of 10,575 individuals and MS-Celeb1M-v1c-Mask contains
3, 284, 503 × 2 images of 72,778 individuals. LFW-MaskOnly dataset only contains the masked face images corresponding to the original ones.

5.1. Datasets

5.2. Implementation Details

We separately employ CASIA-WebFace [26] and MSCeleb1M-v1c [10] as our training data. To make comparisons of FMA-3D [22], we also conduct experiments
on CASIA-WebFace-Mask [22] and MS-Celeb1M-v1cMask [22]. To evaluate our method on both non-masked
and masked face recognition task, we choose LFW [11]
dataset of non-masked faces, LFW-Mask-Only dataset of
sythesized masked faces, and MCPRL-Mask dataset of reallife masked faces as our test datasets and report the mean
accuracy of 10-fold cross validation for each test dataset.
Moreover, we also report our test result in InsightFace Track
of ICCV21-MFR [4, 29].

We adopt the same exprimental settings with FacexZoo [22]. The backbone is MobileFaceNet [3] and the supervisory head is MV-Softmax [23]. We train models for 18
epochs with a batch size of 512. The learning rate is initialized as 0.1, and divided by ten at the epoch 10, 13 and 16.
For InsightFace Track of ICCV21-MFR, in order to make a
fair comparison with baseline, we directly apply our MaskOut method on baseline which is ArcFace [5] model trained
on MS1M-V3 [4] or Glint360k [1]. Besides, we train the
model for 25 epochs with a batch size of 512. The learning rate is initialized as 0.1, and divided by ten at the epoch
10, 16 and 21. For all the experiments, we set the MaskOut
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Method

LFW

LFW-Mask-Only

MCPRL-Mask

MobileFaceNet(Baseline)
MobileFaceNet + Mask [22]
MobileFaceNet +MaskOut

98.72
98.60
98.63

89.08
97.88
92.32

88.58
90.31
92.52

Table 1. Results of models trained with CASIA-WebFace [26] dataset. We report the mean accuracies(%) on the evaluation datasets: LFW,
LFW-Mask-Only, MCPRL-Mask.
Method

LFW

LFW-Mask-Only

MCPRL-Mask

MobileFaceNet(Baseline)
MobileFaceNet + Mask [22]
MobileFaceNet + MaskOut

99.61
99.40
99.57

94.33
98.68
94.72

92.71
92.50
93.88

Table 2. Results of models trained with MS-Celeb1M-v1c [10] dataset. We report the mean accuracies(%) on the evaluation datasets: LFW,
LFW-Mask-Only, MCPRL-Mask.

ratio to the whole dataset as 0.4.

Sub-Track

Method

Mask

MR-All

ms1m

arcface torch r100(Baseline)
Baseline + MaskOut

69.091
78.583

84.312
83.297

glint360k

arcface torch r100(Baseline)
Baseline + MaskOut

73.047
81.038

90.219
88.238

5.3. Evaluation Results
As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, trained with CASIAWebFace and MS-Celeb1M-v1c datasets, respectively,
MaskOut improves the model performance on masked face
recognition by a large margin compared to baseline. The
performances on LFW dataset show that MaskOut slightly
sacrifices the accuracy of non-masked face recognition.
And the models trained with CASIA-WebFace-Mask and
MS-Celeb1M-v1c-Mask are denoted as “MobileFaceNet +
Mask” in Table 1 and Table 2. They outperform our method
trained on original datasets by a large margin on LFWMask-Only evaluation dataset. The main reason is probably
that the fake masked faces in LFW-Mask-Only evaluation
dataset are sythesized by the same way with masked training data in CASIA-WebFace-Mask and MS-Celeb1M-v1cMask. When evaluating on real-life masked faces dataset,
MCPRL-Mask, even though CASIA-WebFace-Mask and
MS-Celeb1M-v1c-Mask cost double images and double
training iterations than our method, they are still inferior to
our method by a large margin. Therefore, to make a fair and
more actual evaluation of masked face rocognition methods,
it is better to test on real-life masked face datasets instead
of sythesized fake masked face datasets.
For InsightFace Track of ICCV21-MFR, the results are
shown in Table 3. The evaluation metrics are: (1) for Mask
set, TAR is measured on mask-to-nonmask 1:1 protocal,
with FAR less than 0.0001(e-4), denoted as Mask, (2) for
Children set, TAR is measured on all-to-all 1:1 protocal,
with FAR less than 0.0001(e-4), (3) for other sets, TAR
is measured on all-to-all 1:1 protocal, with FAR less than
0.000001(e-6). Mask denotes the TAR on Mask set with
the above evaluation metric. MR-ALL denotes the average
TAR on Children set and other sets. Our proposed method
improves the performance on the Mask set significantly and
slightly decreases MR-ALL.

Table 3. Results in InsightFace Track of ICCV21-MFR.

6. Visualization
We visualize the input data of models before and after
MaskOut data augmentation in Fig 3, which shows that
MaskOut can effectively shield random regions below the
nose of a face with random masked templates data.

Figure 3. Visualization of data with MaskOut.

7. Conclusion
In this work, a simple and model-agnostic data augmentation routine, named MaskOut, is proposed to improve the
roubustness and generalizability of masked face recognition
models. And a real-life masked face dataset is constructed
to evaluate the masked face recognition methods. In the future, we aim to extend our masked dataset to more masked
face applications and improve the performance of masked
face recognition persistantly.
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